Social Media Software
As Easy As Email

The way companies and their customers communicate is rapidly evolving. Today’s consumers expect fast,
efficient and on-demand service on social media. We help companies provide great service on social media,
allowing them to build authentic relationships and meaningful conversations with their customers.
The SocialHub platform empowers you to do more than simply respond to messages. It’s a complete solution for social media management. Our technology helps you create incredible customer experiences via
dynamic tools for engaging, monitoring, publishing and analyzing social conversations.
Over 1,000 social media managers and some of the world’s biggest brands use SocialHub to engage their
customers, respond faster to service requests and uncover valuable opportunities to grow their business.
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Supported networks & sources:
Facebook

Instagram

Twitter

YouTube

Blogs

Forums

Web

SOCIALHUB SMART INBOX
Customers expect a fast response on social media.
Our Smart Inbox streamlines your social media
response strategy so you can provide better, faster
customer service. See all your social messages in one
single stream, in less than 60 seconds. Save time by
responding directly from the platform. And create more
meaningful connections with a full user history of past
interactions on every message and a unique Facebook
post preview.

SOCIALHUB MONITORING
People are talking about your brand online. Make
sure these conversations are positive and capitalize
on opportunities to grow your business with
SocialHub Monitoring. Our listening tools help you
find, track and analyze conversations around your
brand, industry and campaigns on Twitter,
Instagram, blogs, forums and the web. Start
proactively engaging your customers.

SOCIALHUB CONTENT PLANNER
SocialHub saves you hours each day by bringing all
your social publishing into one collaborative Content
Planner. Our platform allows you to plan, schedule
and publish instantly across multiple social networks.
With real-time collaboration tools and actionable
data on content performance, we enable your team
to work together to consistently create content that
gets results.

SOCIALHUB TEAM COLLABORATION
When you work as a team, you achieve more in less
time. SocialHub makes it simple for your employees to
collaborate on all your social media tasks. Our suite of
robust collaboration tools lets you instantly assign
messages to colleagues and work together on draft
posts in real-time – enabling your team to create better
content and respond to customers faster.

SOCIALHUB ANALYTICS & INSIGHTS
Our analytics and insights give you the data you need
to create the best customer experiences. Measure the
performance of your customer service team and
discover the real impact of your social media activities.
Our technology helps you unlock insights to drive an
effective social strategy, enable your team to work more
efficiently and adapt your approach to better serve your
customers.

SOCIALHUB SECURITY
Social media is unpredictable. Reduce the risks with
command over your content and accounts. Restrict
who can see what content with role-based permissions. Limit access to your accounts via IP address
and domain name restrictions. And protect your
account from being hacked with strict password
controls. SocialHub’s security features put you back
in control.
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Trusted by more than 1,000 social media and community managers

SocialHub’s high speed
performance and tremendous
support are crucial features
for us. Getting fast feedback
from their support staff has
helped build our trust in
SocialHub and everyone on
our team is enthusiastic about
the software.

The SocialHub has made my
job much easier because I can
work on all new fan posts and
comments in a structured
manner. Suddenly I have again
the chance to drive forward
my own ideas.
— Pamela Unterberger
Community Manager

By using SocialHub, our
community management has
become a lot more economic
and efficient and we don’t
miss any comment on
Facebook any more. The
SocialHub unites functionality
and organization.
— Marco Jahn
Social Media Manager

— Christiane Osterseher
Head of Social Media
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